
Identify the Movie Titles from the Plot. 

Movie #1 

The boy’s world gets turned upside down on his 11th birthday. A giant man informs him that he’s really a wizard, and 

will soon be attending a school that only wizards can attend. He also learns that, in the wizarding world, he’s a hero. 

When he was an infant, the evil sorcerer killed his parents and then tried to kill the boy too. With a joyful heart the boy 

starts wizarding school in September. He quickly becomes best friends with a boy with red hair, and before they even 

make it to Christmas, they break tons of school rules when they attack a troll and prevent it from killing a fellow 

student. After the troll incident, the three become inseparable, and the boy is amazed to have found such great 

friends. He is constantly busy trying to stay on top of the mounds of homework, as well as participating in a wizarding 

sport that requires flying on brooms and scoring balls in other team’s rings. This sport is popular among wizards and 

he is the youngest player in over a century. It's also a game the boy loves more than anything else at school. 

 

 

Movie #2 

In a futuristic Chicago, society is divided into 5 factions. Abnegation the selfless, Dauntless the brave, Erudite the 

intelligent, Candor the honest, and Amity the peaceful. When all teenagers reach the age of 16, they must choose to 

either stay in their faction of birth, or transfer into another faction. Beatrice Prior must make the decision to stay with 

her family in a faction she feels she isn't right for, or to transfer into another faction, and leave her family behind. What 

follows is a highly competitive initiation, where the newly renamed Tris must make some tough decisions, but she must 

also keep a secret that she was warned could mean death, while she juggles friends, initiation, and a newfound love 

interest. But there is a secret lying beneath everything that threatens to tear the city apart. 

 

Movie #3 

In a happy suburban neighborhood with flowering rose bushes, sits a black house with a dead lawn. Nobody knows 

but hidden beneath this home is a secret place. Surrounded by a small army of small yellow creatures that speak 

unknown language, we discover Gru, planning something. He is going to steal the moon! Armed with his arsenal of 

shrink rays, freeze rays, and battle-ready cars for land and air, he fights everyone who stands in his way. Until the day 

he meets three cute little orphaned girls who look at him and see something that no one else has ever seen: a 

potential Dad. The world's greatest villain has just met his greatest challenge: three little girls named Margo, Edith and 

Agnes. 

 

Movie #4 

Adam, a photographer, awakens in a bathtub in a large dilapidated bathroom, and finds himself chained at the ankle to 

a pipe. Lawrence Gordon, an oncologist, is similarly chained across the room, and between them is a corpse holding a 

revolver and a microcassette recorder. Each man has a tape in his pocket, and Adam is able to retrieve the recorder. 

Adam's tape asks him to escape the bathroom, while Lawrence's tape tells him to kill Adam by six o'clock, or his wife 

and daughter will be killed and he will be left to die. Adam finds a bag containing two hacksaws inside a toilet tank; 

they attempt to cut through the chains, but Adam's saw breaks and he throws it at the mirror in frustration, revealing a 

hidden camera behind the mirror. Lawrence realizes that the hacksaws weren't meant for the chains, but for their feet 

and identifies their captor as the Jigsaw Killer, whom Lawrence knows of because, five months earlier, he was 

suspected of being that killer. 

 

Movie #5  

Seventeen-year-old Hazel Grace Lancaster attends a cancer patients' support group because her mother’s wants her 

to. Because of her cancer, she uses a portable oxygen tank to breathe properly. In one of the meetings she catches 

the eye of a teenage boy, and then she learns the boy’s name is Augustus Waters. He's there to support their mutual 

friend, Isaac. Isaac had a tumor in one eye that he had removed, and now he has to have his other eye taken out as 

well. After the meeting ends, Augustus approaches Hazel and tells her she looks like Natalie Portman in V for 

Vendetta. He invites Hazel to his house to watch the movie, and while hanging out, the two discuss their experiences 

with cancer. Hazel reveals she has thyroid cancer that has spread to her lungs. Augustus had osteosarcoma, but he is 

now cancer free after having his leg amputated. Before Augustus takes Hazel home, they agree to read one another’s 

favorite novels. 



 

 

 


